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Hockey has
changed.......

This issue,
we're looking at:

OVERVIEW

Hockey has changed in the youth space as we have known
it in the past. 2020 was to be the last season of National
representative tournaments, until Covid-19 came along
ensuring all National tournaments would be cancelled for
2020. In 2020, Wellington Hockey hosted a local, regional
festival for U13 & U15 players due to the impacted season

PROGRAMME
OPTIONS

due to Covid 19. This has formed the basis of the Lower
North Island Festivals Wellington now attend.
2021 saw us move to a new model of youth development,
allowing greater opportunity for players to to be able to
receive a development oppourtiy, relative to their current
needs.

WHAT'S HAPPENING
IN 2022

Wellington Hockey has a desire for any player who wants to
get better at hockey, that they get that opportuity no
matter what school or club they play for.

IMPORTANT INFO

In Season Development Programme Overview
WHA is committed to providing ongoing development for our youth participants at an age and stage that is
appropriate and in line with their long-term development. Young people grow and gain competency in
different areas at different rates. Examples of this could be a good technical player who might not yet
physically have developed or a more physically developed player who might lack technical abilities. We could
even have players who are underdeveloped in both physical and technical areas but just want to improve
and grow as a hockey player. We want to be inclusive and provide opportunities for all who desire them – all
we need is the right attitude to learning and developing.
With this in mind WHA redeveloped our U11, U13 & U15 In Season Development space. These changes have
come about to ensure we are offering development opportunities for all. The opportunities are relative to the
players current needs and will place them in an environment that will best assist them with their
development. At. U13 & U15 level, there are two programmes that are split between the Rep Programme and
the CONNECT Programme. These programmes sit side by side and are designed to support and provide
appropriate development opportunities

Development Outcomes
- Individuals understand and value their own
development journey and not compare themselves
to others
- Anyone has the ability be part of a Development
Programme
- All participants receice relevant technical and
tactical development to their stage of
development
- WHA led curriculum to ensure relevant focuses
and desired outcomes are met
- Quality coaches and trainers are provided by
WHA across all programmes

It is important to know that young people don't
develop in a linear way and that there is real
value in aquiring transferable skills. "We need to
focus on long-term confidence rather than
short-term hothousing" - Ed Smith.

"We are
offering
development
opportunities to
all"

U11 ISDP
U11 is the first age Wellington Hockey will offer
development opportuites for players and this is the
start of their individual development journey. In
this age band, players will be in either school Year
5 or Year 6.
At this age, all programmes are HUB based on
Sunday mornings during term 2. Our HUBs are
located at Kapiti, Elsdon, Fraser Park and NHS.
All HUBs will have a lead coach with trainers
assisting them.
We also encourage parent coaches to get involved
as a way of upskilling and taking the programme
content back into their club or school teams for
the remainder of the season.
We have two festivals that the players will form
teams for from their HUBs and play games against
the other HUBs. Teams from the Wairarapa will join
us for the Fraser Park festival.

Key Dates

27th May - RegistrationsClose
29th May - Training sessions start
4th & 26th June - No trainings due to
public holiday weekends
9th July -Kapiti Festival
23rd & 24th July - Fraser Park Festival

U13 & U15 ISDP
WHA Rep Programme

WHA CONNECT
Programme

The WHA Rep Programme evolved in 2020.
There is a significant focus on growing the
individual player and extending them where

The WHA CONNECT Programme sits alongside

appropriate for each player, rather than

the WHA Rep Programme and provides a

focusing on preparing teams to go away and

further development opportunity for players

compete in a tournament. While there will be a

who are identified as requiring a different

tournament opportunity for players, coaches
and umpires, the focus here will not be on
results, but an opportunity for continued
development of competitiveness in the right
way and environment.
There will be a structured curriculum for
coaches to follow to ensure we are developing

focus in their development. This Programme
will be delivered by current or former
Representative coaches and players to ensure
these players are receiving high quality
contacts.
The Programme was launched in 2019 and has

key competencies in our young players.

been designed by WHA staff to ensure the

Supporting this will be the use of trainers who

appropriate focus areas are covered and

will be utilized throughout the campaign to

players grow in their technical and tactical

bring high levels of technical and tactical

competencies. Players from the CONNECT

knowledge ensuring we upskill both players

Programme will join in the festival day with

and coaches. With that, there is no need to have
seeded teams selected to compete, rather
teams from within the overall cohort of players
will be grouped to create relatively even teams
allowing for inter squad games to help develop
or extend technical and tactical competency of
players, coaches and umpires.

"The WHA
CONNECT
Programme sits
alongside the
WHA Rep
Programme"

the Rep Programme towards the end of their
campaign, by forming their own teams to
participate. How this works will be dependent
on numbers subscribed.

WHA Information Process
WHA is committed to helping each individual on
their journey with hockey. Hockey is a game for
everyone at all levels and focusing our programmes
on helping everyone become the best they can be
is our objective. It is important to be clear that
players grow at different rates and improve at
different times as individuals compared to others.
Our approach differs from the past as we do not
compare players and then select teams, we look at
individuals and where they are on their hockey
journey and partner them in a programme that will
best support them at this current point in time.
There are no caps or restrictions on our
programmse and we can cater for as many players
as required in each programme.

Key Dates
7th June - Registrations Open
7th July - Registrations Close
24th & 31st July - Combined Programme
Training (U13s am - U15s pm)
27th July - Combined Programme
Training (U15s only)
U15 Lower North Island Festival (week 1
term 3 holidays)
U13 Lower North Island Festival (week 2
term 3 holidays)

For all questions please contact
WHA Hockey Development Officer –
Bjorn Dix.
Bjorn@wellingtonhockey.org.nz

